Alt3 Mesh Task

**Features**

The Alt3 Mesh Task Chair approaches both lumbar support and design from a slightly different perspective. It maintains constant contact with the thoracic and lumbar regions of the spine in a reclined position, but relies upon a different technology to do so. The mesh material itself provides flexibility, while the reinforced frame supplies the rigidity required for real support. The exaggerated curves of the frame guide the mesh into complex three-dimensional shapes that follow the contours of the upper and lower back.

- Reinforced plastic frame with black mesh
- Mesh pocket provides constant contact and support
- Height adjustable arms feature arm pads that pivot and extend
- Tilt-tension adjusts free-float tension to the user’s size and needs
- Back-lift delimiter provides customized back flex
- Adjustable seat depth for leg support
- Pneumatic seat height adjustment lever adjusts height smoothly
- Black nylon base
- Optional headrest adjusts forward and back for a custom fit
- Available with carpet casters (C) or soft floor casters (S)

*Insert fabric and caster codes here. Upholstery samples are available by calling our office.*

**Dimensions**

- Overall height: 43.5” (no headrest)
- Overall width: 29”
- Seat depth: 17.25”-19.75”
- Seat width: 18”
- Floor to seat height: 17”-21.75”
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Features

With its emphasis on ease-of-use in short-term seating conditions, the Alt3 Conference Chair also approaches support and design from a unique position. Like the Mesh Task Chair, its back relies on the frame’s curves and resulting “mesh pocket” to provide constant contact and lumbar support. The Conference Chair eliminates the seat depth adjustment, retains a fixed seat–back angle, and features an auto-height/auto-return pneumatic cylinder. This cylinder returns the chair to its original forward facing and highest seat positions when the user stands, which provides a tidy look for the space and uniform seating experience for its subsequent occupants.

- Mesh pocket provides constant contact and support
- Stylish fixed loops arms feature durable black poly
- Swivel motion only
- Pneumatic seat height adjustment lever adjusts height smoothly
- Back-tilt delimiter provides customized back flex
- Auto-return pneumatic mechanism allows for an orderly look
- Black nylon base
- Available with carpet casters (C) or soft floor casters (S)

*Insert fabric and caster codes here. Upholstery samples are available by calling our office.

Dimensions

Overall height: 38.5”
Overall width: 24”
Seat depth: 17.25”
Seat width: 18.5”
Floor to seat height: 16.25”-19.5”